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New Customer Segmentation setup
In order to improve the customer shopping experience we have added a customer segmentation drop down option
which allows the customer to choose which business type fits their location. This option will only show up for new
customers or customers who have not already chosen their customer segment.




Simply select the drop down menu
Choose the customer segment that best fits your location
Select the approximate number of vehicles for your location

Remember Login Functionality
When logging into Excelerator using your email address, you will now be able to utilize the “Remember login” feature.
You’ll be provided the option to select “Remember login” checkbox at the Password screen. Once selected, your email
will be remembered for future logins. Please note this will only work for those who are not using DTNA Connect to login
to Excelerator.

Filtering for Backorders in Order History page
Customers now have the ability to quickly filter for backordered items on their order history page.





Go to your “My Account” section in Excelerator
Select “Order History”
Under Status choose Backordered Items
Click Search and you will see your orders that have items currently backordered

As a parts pro user I want to search by partial major component
Improved searching for a major component with a partial major component serial (minimum of 6 characters).
 10 digit Detroit legacy engine serial
 Partial beginning of serial
 Partial middle of serial
 Partial ending of serial ( Last 6 to 9 characters)
NOTE: the more characters used in search, of the serial string you are searching for; the results list will be smaller, more
accurate, and easier to locate the serial you are looking for.

Excelerator Users with VIN Search Access can now see Major Component Images to
help identify the section of interest, and eliminate errors.
Both the VIN Landing Page (VLP), and the Major Component Landing Page (MCLP) now have Major Component Images
visible.
The Major Component Image will provide a visual queue to help distinguish each of the Major Component Sub-Groups,
and help provide confirmation that the user is selecting the correct parts for the correct truck.

Major Component Image Example: 03 – Engine = DD15

Major Component Image Example: Group 21,23,24

As a user, I would like to access and view Starnet Vehicle Specs
 If I am searching for a legacy or older Western Star VIN and its parts list has not been loaded/updated to
Excelerator then upon loading the VIN in Excelerator and displaying the VIN in VLP it should also open a new
browser window loading the VIN in StarNet and displaying its Parts list and Structure.
 As DTNA develop, extract, and loads a legacy Western Star VIN’s data into Excelerator it will only open the VLP
and display the VIN and its BOM Structure and parts list to be selected and viewed like the rest of the non legacy
vins in Excelerator. 965467

As a parts pro user I want to see a result page when searching for modules/boms and
Parts while searching under a VIN/Serial
Enhanced search results page:
 Auto type search results in search dialog if more than 5 results are in the list provide a Show More option to
view more results.
 Searching for Part Number and or Description results should display BOM ID, Description and BOM image.
 Highlighting the found searched term both in the results and upon opening a selected BOM highlight the
searched term on the BOM Page.
 Searched for term will remain until you clear the search term by clicking X or by entering a new searched term to
be searched.

As a user, I would like to search parts with or without VIN/Serial and know which
input field to use without confusion
Visual cues, notes, and grouping, used to assist in determining what tool to use while searching for Parts either without
a VIN/Serial and using the VIN/Serial specific searching tool.
 Blue color area(s) tools are Non VIN Search area
 Red color area and tools are VIN Specific Search area

Excelerator Parts Pro Mobile Interface is improved! View Excelerator on your Phone
or Tablet and shop on the go, or at the vehicle to make sure you have the Right Parts.
Less scrolling, and quick links to the information you need, at your fingertips.




VIN Landing Page Headers Collapsed by Default
VIN / Major Component Return Hyperlink
Added “Return-To-Top” Arrow

Figure 1 – Summary of Updates

Figure 3 – Mobile VIN Landing Page Screen Shot

Figure 2 - Excelerator Tablet and Phone Interface

Figure 4 – PartsPro BOM Art with Hot-Spots Screen Shot

